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by Arnold S. Tesh, CRE

l/fl ower without ethics is profane and de-

" lJ rt-.tiu" in anv community. While many
I. huu" come to lee that this is so in inter-

human ethics-hence the outcries for human
rights for justice and charity, for peace-fer.r,as
yet have seen how the escalating human use of
the world, unchecked by any ethic, prevents us
from appreciating values on the earth where we
reside. The outcry for a life ethic, a land ethic
has onlv begun."

Holmrc Rolstwr, lll
With integrity now in the forefront, those of us in
the real estate industrv are constantly being con-
fronted with ethical issues and how to deal with
them. In a desire to be honorable and at the same
time not paralvzed by the perception of impropri-
ety, real estate professionals are being forced to
make tough decisions. The ethical route can be
viewed as either an obstacle to overcome or a stan-
dard to follow.

How the real estate counselor approaches ethi-
cal behavior in his practice is a very personal thhg.
The Counselors of Real Estate has established ethi-
cal standards of professional behavior which all of
its members are required to follow. However, the
manner in which each member abides depends
upon his individual personal experiences. Becom-
ing professional does not make us automatically
honorable. We have to focus on the challente with
every assignment.

The Golden Dilemma
When we do unto others as we would have them do
unto us-we are acting ethically. Unfortunately, the
golden rule, though self-evident, is a tough thing to
apply in practice. Depending on what the Coun-
selor is doing, it may or may not be possible to
advocate a client's position the way the client would
like it advocated. When a real estate counselor is
hired to help the client, he should not be expected
to lie, cheat, steal or fib, trick or pilfer. Absolute
moral duties are the standards withh the real es-
tate community. You cannot be half-ethical.

Ethical practice for the real estate professional
presents a perplexing challenge. The professional is
expected to serve the client and the public in an
honest, selfless way and at the same time remain in
business. However, for some real estate practi-
tioners ethics is not natural; honesty requires
conscious thought. How would you respond to the
followhg scenarios?
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Experts And The Counselors Of Real Estate
Multiple issues arise in the context of real estate
litiSation. Consequently, precisely who are the
proper experts to call upon is a valid concern
shared by all attornevs. Real estate valuations,
partnership/business valuations, market analysis/
feasibitity, mortgage/capital market conditions, pro-
fessional standards/standard of care and real estate
invcstments are the typical issues arising in the ma-
jority of cases. Obviously, no single individual is
capable of possessing all the skills necessarv to
claim expertise in all areas. Certain professionals
are well suited in particular cases. Appraisers, both
real estate and business, are usually selected to per-
form valuation. Economists, financial analysts and
accountants frequently perform investment and fi-
nancial feasibility studies. Mortgage bankers, in-
vestment bankers and real estate brokers are
generally expert in real estate investment and capi-
tal markets. The Counselors of Real Estate is the
only professional society whose membership is
represented by all these disciplines. This unique
pool of highly qualified multi-disciplinary experts
will be called upon as experts in greater numbers in
the future. The ethical dilemma of expert versus
advocate is an issue that can be resolved. Despite
the vast differences of individual cases, certain
foundation principles can be established. I am
tempted to provide an early contribution to those
principles. As our experience grows, so should our
willingness and ability to expand those principles.
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CONSULTATION-VALUATION / FEASIBILITY STUDIES
CASH FLO\,V AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

RECOGNIZED EXPEFTT TESTIMONY

There is a real estate firm in Madison whose
major consideration is professionalism...
in attitude, service and accomplishment.

D.L. l1IE;UUtlB co., rNc.

Commercial and Residential Bealtorso
Counseling and Valuation Services

6409 Odana Road, Madison, W 53719
Telephone (608) 27441 41
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be represented by competent attorneys and experts,
and has the right to expect that they will act compe-
tently in representing him. The client should not
and could not reasonably consider the best interests
of the court or the opposing party. He is there to
win his case, and has the right to expect compe-
tent, if not the best representation available.

Conversely, Counselors as experts are bound by
conflicting duties. On the one hand, we have a

duty created by a right held by our client. After all,
he has a right to competent representation which is
not in conflict with his legal position. On the other
hand, we have an additional duty which dictates
that we abide by our responsibility to conform to
approved social standards, obey the letter of the
law and as spoken by my aforementioned bank-
ruptry judge acquaintance- "provide guidance to
the court." At first blush, the most sanctimonious
reader simply assumes away the problem. After all,
professionals in any field simply "do the right
thing." But a closer look at the issue reveals no
conclusion as to what the "right thing" is. Where
does the duty lie? Service to the client, service to
the court or both?

The basic concept of iustice or faimess is to
treat all members of a group fairly. Arguably, all
participants of a legal proceeding are within the
same group. Alternatively, our system of justice is
based on adversarial representation, leading to the
possible conclusion that they are not. Regardless of
how you personally view the matte{, equal distribu-
tive justice at the societal level is practically imposs-
ible to achieve within the context of the U.S. legal
system. Withh the legal context "retributive ,us-
tice" recoSnizes fairness of blame and punishment
for those that are wrong while "compensatory ius-
tice" requires that the person who wrongs another
compensates the injured party. Consequently, al-
though ethical principle suggests distributive jus-
tice as the utilitarian p€rspective on conduct,
retributive and compensatory justice provide the
expert with the proper foundation principles to rep-
resent his client to the best of his ability provided
that several ethical boundaries are observed. What
follows is an attempt at sugtesting what these
boundaries are.

Resolving The Conflict
What separates experts from advocates? And what
are the ethical boundaries of providing expert real
estate testimony? As previously noted, experts have
both a duty to the client and a duty to the court. I
believe these equal duties can be performed with
equal responsibility without sacrificing the best in-
terests of either.

Clients deserve competent representation. How-
ever, not all experts are qualified to perform in all
real estate cases. The Counselor's first duty is to
ensure that he is qualified to perform the assign-
ment. This includes technical background, prior ex-
perience, familiarity with the court or judge and
the necessary time or staff support to properly pre-
pare the case. Secondly, the avoidance of conflicts
with both opposing clients and counsel is essential
to determine prior to engagement. With the huge
number of real estate partnerships composed of
multiple partners this can sometimes become an
unforeseen problem when the names of individual
partners do not appear in the filings. Finally, if an
engagement is undertaken, the expert must provide
a preliminary opinion as soon as possible. Hope-
fully, this opinion will support the client's position,
in which case a more thorough and complete anal-
ysis is prepared. If not, the client may then seek
alternative experts who are more able to provide
testimony in support of the client. In many re-
spects, the duties to the client should be obvious to
most real estate professionals regardless of having
or not having served as expert witnesses.

Duties to the court are a matter of how one
interprets his role as expert. Howeveq, I believe that
these duties are best served by following two sim-
ple rules of practice. First, all opinions should be
fully supported by a solid empirical foundation. All
data should be unbiased, complete to the extent
possible and derived from independent third party
sources when possible. All analytical assumptions
should be supportable by the data. This not only
helps your client prove his case, but provides the
court with the necessary foundation to render a
decision. No armchair wisdom, homespun tales, or
pontificating from the stand. Every conclusion and
opinion must be consistent with and supported by
the data. Secondly, when subjective opinions are
called for, they should be given within a reasonable
range of possibilities. No one expects a real estate
or economic expert to provide perfect answers. We
rely on observations, forecasts and historical data.
Simple point estimates are very often counter-
productive. Judges appreciate candot reason and
the inherent difficulty of providing perfect answers.
Cive them the flexibility they need to render fair
and just decisions.

Empirical foundation separates experts from
advocates. Data bases should be reliable, unbiased
and complete to the extent possible. The data must
not only support the conclusion, but must do so
within reasonable statistical tolerances. A few
hand-picked observations will not justify a conclu-
sion in the eyes of most judges. The data must be
observable, replicable and believable on a common
sense level. Do not stretch the imagination of the
court with obscure or incomplete data.

Knowledge Equals No Commission
Think about the broker who recommends to his
client not to invest in real estate until the prospects
are better. How many brokers separate knowledge
of negative market kends from a need to make a

living?

Knowledge Post Mortem
In commenting on the obvious market softness in
1993, a spokeswoman for the Chicago real estate
brokerage community said, "lt's no wonder-with
all these people paying big prices in the 80s, the
bubble was bound to burst." If the market fall was
predictable or "no wondeq, " did those in the profes-
sion have an obligation to inform the public of the
danger? Should the individual practitioner in 1989
have told his client that prices were far ouQacing
achievable rents and/or arailability of debt capital?

Guarantee But Don't Bother Me
Those who lend or develop are also faced with
tough decisions. We are experienchg the final
chapter in the biggest bust in the history of real
estate-the Resolution Trust Corporation sell-off.
Years of de facto unregulated lending by institu-
tions offering federally guaranted savings made it
possible for even the most incompetent and dishon-
est to prosper. Panic set in once it was realized that
the underlying real estate assets were woefully h-
adequate to secure the hundreds of billions of dol-
lars circulating in the market. A lack of ethical
behavior by every sector of the real estate commu-
nity combined to create the crash. The thrifts
needed to lend money to survive and the oppor-
tunistic developers needed to get as much money as
they could. Collateral lost its meaning and the tax-
payer ended up indemnifying the savings and loans
in a helter skelter environment.

The structure created to solve the problem also
has had its own share of ethical challenges. The
RTC has been besieged by scandal resulting from
interference by both congressional and executive
branches. And now, halfway through the next dec-
ade the public is still supporting vacant monuments
to private $eed and government irresponsibility.

Pointing Fingers
Today, we have a complicated and strained relation-
ship between the U.S. Congess, the Resolution
Trust Corporation and the White House. In every-
one's attempt to dodge the bullet and avoid the
appearance of unethical or unprofessional behavior,
more and more unsavory activity is coming to the
attention of the public and, ultimately, the iudiciary.
When the problems started, The Counselors of Real
Estate proposed that a special court be created to
administer the national savings and loan bank-
ruptcies. This was strongly opposed by those who
did not wish to deal with court approvals. fbday,

instead of a smooth judicial oversight of a bank-
ruptry, we are witnessing practically endless inves-
tigation, acosation and costly litigation. The U.S.
Congress, the Resolution Tir:st Corporation and the
White House each claim a monopoly on ethical be-
havior while accusing the other of self-serving de-
ceptions and unethical practices.

Was it ethical to create an agency which was
not sheltered from partisan politics? The answer
lies in the perception of any wrongdoing. Did the
real estate community have an ethical duty to take
a stand? Clearly, the overall community did not see
enough wrong with the formation of the RTC and
its lack of protection from political interference to
wage an ethics-based battle against the
arranBement.

Failure Is An Orphan
Ethics has not always been the hot topic it is today.
A failed market exposes many warts. The real es-
tate boom of the 1980s was a time of easy leverage
and inflated prices. It was a time when we heard
little from within the industry about any unethical
behavior. There was some stront criticism at the
beginning of the Reagan years because of the ad-
ministration's support to raise federal savings de-
posit insurance limits simultaneous with
deregulating the savings and loan industry. There
were a few who foresaw potential ethical dilemmas
(but they were seldom heeded) until the bust oc-
curred. The whole arrangement proved the big
bang theory. Through the taxpaye[, an industry was
protected by government's hands-off poliry

At the time of the banking failures, what was
touted by government as bipartisan support for de-
regulation and increased insurance, is now de-
nounced by Democrats and Republicans alile.
More than a decade after the enabling legislation
was placed in force, it is still difficult to find an
elected official who admits to any historical sup-
port of such a scheme.

Being Consistent Might Still Be Inconsistent
Whether the answer is good or bad, it is still the
answer. In real estate, consistency and ethics are
always inextricably intertwined. The appraiser is re-
quired to reflect the market, and what he person-
ally believes is not necessarily germane to the
appraisal. Conversely, the counselor is generally re-
tained for advice and knowledge which does not
necessarily comport with market perception. Thus,
many counselors recommended against iumping
aboard the "hot market" in the 80s, while many
ethical appraisers reflected the market perception
of unlimited hyper growth. Those hside the trilogy
of equity, debt and asset were waming their clients
about imbalances in the market.
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Appraising and counseling often are very dif-
ferent functions. Appraisers are supposed to ap-
praise. That normally means studying the market
to conclude what the market reflects. Counselors
generally are asked to express r.r,hat they think,
based on their experience and insight, even if their
conclusions are contrary to market beliefs.

Multi-Disciplinary Hot Potato
In the last decade, foreign investment in real estate,
particularly big city Class A office buildings, w,as
fertile ground for the potential ethical dilemma.
Though the market was chasing prices faster than
the underlying income streams justified, the real
estate economy was booming. Ten year rental pro-
jections in the Washington, D.C. downtown office
market often reflected over $50 per square foot.
This was the level of income logically foreseen by
the investors. Thev needed those rents, and even
more, to justify the prices being paid. The rest of
the story is common knowledge.

Though Washington is now probably the stron-
gest downtown office market h the United States,
top effective rents are about 60% of the forecasts
given 10 years ago. Putting personal anticipations
aside, the appraiser had a duty to project the rents
at $50 per square foot. The CRE, generally cogni-
zant that the market was a balloon looking for a
pin, had an ethical duty to reflect this information
in rendering advice. Did the broker have a duty to
do the same?

The appraiser's job was to rely on market data
to determine the market value of the asset. After
all, that is the job of the appraiser. The market data
was all there and what was the appraiser to do?
Lenders wanted to lend, builders wanted to build
and buyers wanted to buy. The data was plentiful,
particularlv with all the limited partnership trans-
actions then in vogue. In retrospect, many question
whether the prices were truly representative of mar-
ket value.

During the easy money, deregulated, open
economy for most developers, the plan was to ac-
quire land vvith someone else's money and then to
subordinate that land to construction lending.
Eventually, this lending would convert to perma-
nent financing at the highest possible ratio to value
and at the lowest possible rate. This is part of what
developers were expected to do. Their opportunity
to deal with ethics occurred at each point of the
funding process. Is it enough to truly believe in
what one is selling? After all, real estate is risky
and not everyone knew the market would collapse.
Besides, few of the loans were available without a
professional appraisal.

The Next Challenge?
From an ethical viewpoint, the real estate counselor
might want to consider the extent to which todqy's

REIT's share prices are reflective of the pro rata
value of the underlying asset. ls it possible that the
limited partnership of the 80s is the REIT of the
90s? Only adequate research and impartial profes-
sional introspection will provide the answer. As
CREs, will we have to defend our ethics and the
behavior of the real estate profession in the first
decade of the 21st centuryT

explained that not withstanding my social duty to
abide by the law and provide a fair and honest
opinion on behalf of my client, I had a further duty.
A duty to assist the court in understanding the
nuances and foundations of our opinions to assist
the court in arriving at a fair and just decision. In
effect, he said that I was equallv obliged to the
court as to my client. On the surface, this perspec-
tive appears to present the basis for the ethical di-
lemma. How far does an expert go to advance the
cause of his client? How reasonable are the assump-
tions used in arriving at conclusions? How valid is
the data? When is it fair to attack opposing experts?
These are just a few of the myriad of questions
which arise from the dilemma. ln order to suggest
practical solutions which assist in resolving the con-
flict, a review of basic ethical principles is
necessary.

A Brief Overview Of Business Ethics And
Principles
The University of Southern California School of
Business Administration has offered special train-
ing to its faculty in the area of business ethics to
encourage the integration of the topic into multiple
business disciplhes. My dual role as Counselor of
Real Estate and USC Professor of Real Estate led me
to participate h ethics seminars which were pri-
marily useful because they provided a framework
for integrating ethical conduct into business prac-
tice, something beyond the "philosophical hand-
waving" of doing the right thing. Ethical principles
were presented in a concise and practical way. What
follows is a brief synthesis of the core principles that
should be and generally are followed by most busi-
ness executives and experts:

a. Holesf,y-Honest and truthful. Will not deliber-
ately mislead, misrepresent, overstate or selec-
tively omit information.

b. Integrity-Dong what you think is right even
when there is pressure to do otherwise. Will not
sacrifice principle for expediency.

c. Trustu,orlhv-W ill make every reasonable effort to
fulfill both the letter and the spirit of promises
and commitments. Will not create unreasonable

iustification for escaping commitments.

d. Lo.yalty-Trustworthy. Loyal to persons or institu-
tions during adversity. Will not submit to undue
influence or conflict of interest. Loyal to col-
leagues, clients and friends. Will not engage in
any activity that takes undue advantage of their
previous position or relationships.

e. Fninless-Fair and just in all dealings. Will not
exercise power arbiharily nor use overreaching
or indecent means to tain or maintain advan-
tage. Committed to iustice, equality and toler-
ance of diversity. Will change positions and
beliefs where appropriate.

t. Concern for Otlars-Caring, compassionate, be-
nevolent and kind. Seek to accomplish business
objectives in a way that causes the least harm
and greatest possible good.

g. Iau, Abiding-Will abide by rules, standards, laws
and regulations relating to their business.

h. Ctnnnitmenl lo E.rrcllarce-Pursue professional ex-
cellence. Informed, prepared and constantly
seeking to increase proficiencv.

i. I*adership-Will provide a positive ethical role
model to others by conduct and example.

j. Accountability-Accept personal responsibility for
the ethical quality of personal decisions and
omissions.

While it is impossible to imagine any business
professional who u,ould openly admit to a lack of
ethical principles, it is easy to see that the abovt'
definitions provide very fertile ground for profes-
sional conflict. When such a conflict arises, an ethi-
cal analysis process is required to "sort out the
issues and the players" so that ethical dilemmas can
be resolved. Former USC professor John Fleming
suggests a stepped process originally posited by
Norman Bowie and Manual Velasquez at a confer-
ence on business ethics during the summer of 1988.

What are the facts?
What is the ethical dilemma?
What are the alternatives?
Who are the stakeholders?
What is the ethical merit of the alternatives?
What are the constraints, if any?

The abbreviated process described above makes
clear the necessity of exploring the primary issues
associated with Step 5. In a perfect world, if every-
one acted in such a way that produced the greatest
good for the greatest numbers, the "utilitarian"
value of society would be maximized. This "eth-
ically correct" view of the w.orld is fine in theory,
but quite flawed in practice. First, who is to decide
what is good? In many business disputes we are
concerned with both economic and non-economic
situations, each requiring a different if not multi-
dimensional measurement. Secondly, the concept of
justice and rights of the individual may be un-
ethically sacrificed for the benefit of the many.
Hence, while utilitarian logic may provide some
moral high ground, it fails to provide the real estate
expert with the ethical paradigm necessary to per-
form the expert's role.

Rights, Duties, Justice And Fairness
Every individual has a right, or a human entitle-
ment, that permits him to act in a certain way or to
require others to act toward him in a particular
manner In our legal context, a client has a right to
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